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Every makeup enthusiast knows a

flawless base is a key to any great

makeup look. 
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March 21, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Every makeup enthusiast knows a

flawless base is a key to any great

makeup look. But achieving a smooth,

even canvas can be challenging,

especially when it comes to oily, dry, or

combination skin. This is where

makeup primers come in. They can

help prep the skin for makeup, blur

imperfections, and extend the wear

time of any foundation. But with so

many types of make-up primers on the

market, it can be overwhelming to pick

the right one according to skin type

and concerns. That's why Viseart

experts have put together the ultimate

guide of make-up primers to help find the one that works best for each skin type.  

Explore The Diverse Types Of Makeup Primers 

Silicone-based Primers: The Saviors for Oily Skin 

These primers are perfect for those with oily or combination skin. They create a barrier between

the skin and makeup, preventing oil from breaking down the foundation throughout the day.

Silicone-based primers are also great for blurring pores and smoothing out texture. 

Water-based Primers: The Hydrating Solution for Dry Skin 

Water-based primers are the best bet if one has dry or sensitive skin. They are lightweight and
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hydrating, giving the skin a healthy glow without feeling heavy or greasy. They help to create a

smooth canvas for makeup application while also providing a boost of moisture to dehydrated

skin. 

Illuminating Primers: The Secret to a Radiant Glow 

Want to add a bit of radiance to the complexion? Illuminating primers are the way to go. They

come in silicone and water-based formulas and are packed with light-reflecting particles that

give the skin a subtle, lit-from-within glow. They're perfect for those who want to add a bit of

luminosity to their skin without going overboard. 

Colour-correcting Primers: The Solution to Uneven Skin Tone 

Colour-correcting primers can be a lifesaver if one is dealing with redness, sallowness, or dark

circles. These primers come in different shades, each designed to target a specific skin concern.

For example, green primers help to neutralize redness, while peach-toned primers brighten dark

circles. 

Mattifying Primers: The Key to a Shine-free Finish 

For those who struggle with excess oil and shine, a matte primer can be a game-changer. These

matte primers absorb oil throughout the day, keeping the skin matte and shine-free for hours.

They're particularly great for those living in humid climates or with oily skin. 

Pore-minimizing Primers: The Answer to Clogged Pores 

If the aim is to blur the appearance of pores, a pore-minimizing primer is a way to go. These

primers contain ingredients like salicylic acid and niacinamide, which help to unclog pores and

refine skin texture. They're perfect for those with oily or congested skin. 

Viseart face primers are versatile and can be used to achieve both dramatic and subtle makeup

looks. The quality of the final makeup look depends on the type of primer used, and viseart

offers a diverse range of face primer prices to cater to various needs. Whether one has oily, dry,

or sensitive skin, viseart has a primer suitable for every skin type. By using a viseart face primer,

one can create a flawless base for makeup that enhances its longevity and overall appearance.

Make the most of the makeup routine by choosing the best face primer that caters to specific

requirements and achieves the perfect look every time. 

The Perfect Canvas: Importance of Makeup Primers 

One must prepare the face for a perfect makeup look. It's similar to preparing a canvas. No one

wants their makeup to settle in the wrinkles or lines on the face, which is why a good base is

essential. The importance of using a face primer before applying any foundation has risen to the
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top of the beauty industry's priority list. An expert makeup artist at viseart explains the

importance of primers and why it is a go-to base makeup product: 

A primer acts as a barrier between the skin and the liquid foundation, reducing the likelihood of

breakouts and long-term makeup side effects. 

It seals the skin and shields it from the damage caused by harsh makeup products. 

It smoothes the surface of the skin, allowing the makeup to glide on smoothly and appear well-

blended. 

Buy primer to extend the life of the makeup. As a result, whether one wants to use it as a daily

coat at work or for special occasions, a primer is required. 

After a few hours, the foundation tends to look dull on the skin. A primer base coat prevents this

from happening. 

If one has oily skin or normal skin that gets oily in the summer or sweats a lot, primer absorbs

excess oil and keeps the skin looking shiny for a long time. 

Primers affect the skin in that most camera filters do not. They minimize the appearance of

pores and pigmentation while removing the tired and aged appearance from the skin. 

If an individual has light skin marks, it can be used as a concealer. It also serves as a highlighter,

making the skin appear more radiant. 

Apply The Best Makeup Primer Flawlessly 

Viseart expert says that one should apply primer after moisturizer and before foundation or

other complexion products that one will be using. They add that applying primer on the face is

the same as applying face moisturizer, so use the fingers to put the product on all over the skin.

They also believe primer is not only for foundation; they recommend putting primer on the

eyelids to make the makeup more vibrant. Their last pro-tip: let the primer dry for a few minutes

before applying makeup to let it set and be able to grip onto the product.
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